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ABSTRACT 

This work focuses on the use of Telematic Car Data in insurance pricing. Nowadays, 

since the data to do this kind of research is not easily accessible due to the amount of 

sensitive personal information, we do not know much about the impact of this kind of 

data on insurance pricing. In this work, we used real data using an NDA. We used 

different feature selection techniques to assess the importance of Telematic Features 

compared to conventional insurance data and different Machine Learning algorithms 

to evaluate how the Telematic Data influences the prediction power of a claim 

happening. Towards the end of our work, we could see that using Telematic Data in 

insurance pricing increases our algorithms' prediction power and opens plenty of doors 

on the the use of Telematic Data for the future of insurance pricing. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The main goal of insurance is to reduce the risk for an individual. The idea 

behind is a mutualistic one, which can be seen all around nature. Any interaction that 

mutually benefits two animals can be considered mutualism. For example, a bee 

pollinating a flower is one since the bee receives the nectar and the flower gets its 

pollen transported to another flower, which guarantees its reproduction (BOUCHER, 

JAMES, and KEELER 1982). 

So, all the idea behind insurance is based on mutualism. A group of people 

creates an interaction that is beneficial for both. From a more technical point of view, 

mutualism is based on a group of people with common interests seeking to create a 

reserve of money to share a risk that is not predicted (DE SOUZA 2007). 

Regarding car insurance, what is what we are working on here, a group of car 

owners with the same interest want to do a mutualistic interaction: Minimize the risks 

of having to pay a significant amount of money in case of a car crash. With this in mind, 

an insurance company gets this group of people, assumes all the risks, and gets a 

monetary compensation for car owners'. 

1.2 Telematic Data 

A Telematic Device is a small machine preinstalled or installed later in a car to 

satisfy the needs of a car insurance company as part of a package of coverings. This 

device collects data about driving behaviour, such as speed, acceleration input, the 

usage of brakes, and wheel input. More so, when connected to vehicle computers, the 

Telematic Device can also collect data about the state of the car, such as mechanical 

usage and condition of the vehicle data (MCDONELL 2021). 

This kind of data is used to sell Usage Based Insurance (UBI), which can either 

be sold as Pay As You Drive systems, in which you pay your insurance based on how 

much you use your car, or can be sold to create different prices based on how safely 

or dangerously you drive. In this paper, we are going to explore the possibility of both.  

The Pay As You Drive can be done simply by your insurance having a price by 

the number of kilometres you drive your car, but when it comes to driving patterns, 

there are many ways that the data can become something that influences your 

insurance price. We can, for example, increase premium prices for people who have a 

more significant tendency to drive at high speeds or even make great discounts for 

people who tend to brake smoothly.  
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However, a more significant question would be, why would we be doing this? In 

terms of insurance, the goal is to maximize their premium and minimize the number of 

occurrences to cover. This means a customer pays when he is using it, and it would 

attract a particular market, which would maximize the number of premiums received. 

Charging more for high-risk drivers and less for low-risk drivers would mean the 

insurance company would attract a lot of low-risk drivers, and the high-risk drivers 

would avoid hiring insurance from this company. 

The goal for this work is to use the Telematic Data and find ways to transform 

this data, using Machine Learning techniques, into factors that differentiate the risk, 

thereby increasing our prediction power in terms of predicting if a crash will happen 

and how much it would cost.  

Implementing this would increase the prediction power for insurance companies 

and make people who buy this type of insurance be mindful about how they drive in a 

hunt to pay less for their insurance. So, if people start driving safely, this will impact 

the number of accidents for these clients, impacting society significantly. 

1.3 Expected Results 

 With the completion of this work, we expect to have great understanding of how 

the Telematic Data influences in the prediction power of claims happening. We want 

to have clear information on where Telematic Data are poweful enough features to 

create precise predictions by itself and if those features add prediction power to our 

algorithms.  

1.4 Structure of the Document 

 For this document, we will structure it so that we will first expose how other 

authors have been using Telematic Data for Insurance in the Literatura Review. After 

that, we will under Methodology explain all the Data Science and Statistical methods 

used in order to get the results we want. On the results section, we will go through the 

performance of the models with different combination of features, including Telematic 

Data or not.  
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

First of all, it is important to acknowledge that we do not have a great amount 

of literature regarding the use of telematic data such as we have applied to car 

insurance. What makes this happen is how companies protect this kind of data, as 

mentioned before in the Introduction of this paper. Considering that, there was no 

article found that uses the kind of data we have into car insurance risk models. 

Nevertheless, we have available a good amount of articles that talk about telematic 

data into car insurance in a peripheral way if we use the point of this paper as 

reference. 

As a starting point, we can see that the articles that get closer to what we are 

working on here are studies that work only on Pay as you drive systems (VERBELEN 

2018), (VERBELEN 2018), (BAECKE 2017), (MA 2018), but as said on introduction 

this one of the ways telematic data can be used in risk models. Even though, these 

papers are going to be of immense help during all of this work when we are assessing 

the pay as you drive systems. 

But taking a step back, before we analyze the implementation of telematic data 

inside risk models in car insurance pricing, it is needed to understand the telematic 

technology by itself, so having papers that analyze the technology, how this data is 

collected and different ways of collecting this kind of data (HANDEL 2014), (HANDEL 

2014) and the impacts of the implementation of this kind of technology on the product 

(REIMERS 2019) are important to set solid foundations to this paper (HANDEL 2014), 

(HUSNJAK 2015). 
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3. METHODOLOGY 

 First of all, we have on Figure 3.1 a Fluxogram that can guide you on 

understanding the whole Methodology process visually.  

Figure 3.1- Fluxogram of our Methodology 

 

 Everything on the fluxogram was made focused on creating the best Machine 

Learning Models to predict the statistical risk of a client. So, for this work, we need to 

use Classical Risk Theory Actuarial concepts to evaluate the quality of our predictive 

models. For this work, the goal is using telematic data to increase prediction power to 

our models, but here the goal is not to specifically calculate just how good the predictive 

models are, but to see how better (or worse) our portfolio gets, seeing if our model can 

actually make predictions focusing on mutualistic concepts and differentiate the risk for 

each insured profiles at the same time. All these concepts are going to be based on 

Classical Risk Theory (FERREIRA 2005).  

On mutualistic concepts, we need to study the random distribution of "total value 

of liabilities in the portfolio in a one-year period", that can be defined by Equation 2.1 

as 

𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑙 = 𝑋1 + 𝑋2 + ⋯ + 𝑋𝑛      (3.1) 
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where we have Scol as the random distribution, N as the random distribution "number 

of claims in a one-year period" and Xi as the random distribution "value of the ith claim". 

The probability density function can be defined on Equation 2.2 as  

𝑓𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑙(𝑥)  = ∞∑𝑛 =  0𝑝 ∗ 𝑛𝑃(𝑁 =  𝑛)      (3.2) 

where we have p*n as the probability function of random distribution "value of n claims" 

and N as que number of claims in a one-year period. 

 After being able to define the random distribution "total value of all liabilities in 

the wallet in a 1 year period" as in Equation 3.2, we can define expectancy and 

variance from the distribution, which can be defined in Equations 3.3 and 3.4 in the 

form of 

𝐸[𝑆]  =  𝐸[𝑁]𝐸[𝑋]        (3.3) 

𝑉𝑎𝑟[𝑆]  =  𝑉𝑎𝑟[𝑋]𝐸[𝑁]  +  𝐸[𝑋] 2 𝑉𝑎𝑟[𝑁]    (3.4) 

where N is the random distribution "number of claims in a one-year period" and X as 

the random distribution "value of one claim". 

 Data Science is a concept that is not new, considering most of the scientific 

concepts that exist that power Data Science as a whole were developed for a while. 

Those concepts come from statistical ones, dating way back to Pierre Simon Laplace 

(1749-1827) and Thomas Bayes (1701-1761). The concepts were there for a while, 

they were just waiting for a long time for applications to be developed so we could 

apply them. Machine Learning is younger, but nowadays can be considered a well-

established discipline (Igual et al. 2017). 

Data Science is a concept that can be described as methodology in which 

actionable insights can be inferred from data. When we do not have data, beliefs are 

uninformed and decisions are, in the best of cases, based on best practices or intuition, 

but with Data Science the goal is to use this data to product beliefs and to be used as 

the basis of decision-making (Igual et al. 2017).  

Machine Learning is considered a Data Science concept in which programs are 

created in such a way that they adjust their performance in accordance with the 

information in data. The Learning is achieved via a parameterized model with tunable 

parameters that are automatically adjusted in accordance with performance criterias. 

Machine Learning is a field of Artificial Intelligence that can be divided into three major 

classes: Unsupervised Learning, Reinforcement Learning and Supervised Learning. 

For this work, we are doing Supervised Learning (Igual et al. 2017) 
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3.2 Data Understanding 

In Data Understanding section, we focus on getting familiar with the data. We 

need to identify any problems with data quality and discover initial insights about the 

data (AZEVEDO and SANTOS 2008). We are going to talk about our needs in terms 

of data, what we have available and how the data available limits our research. 

3.2.1 The kind of data we need 

Considering that the goal in our research is to see how Car Telematic Data 

influences our prediction power on claims occurring and the price of it occurrence. In 

order to do that, we need data on whether a client, with a certain combination of 

characteristics, in a given year, had a claim or not and in case of yes, what was the 

cost of the claim. This kind of dataset, known as Actuarial Dataset, is commonly used 

to make predictive models for insurance companies. Really difficult data to get publicly 

considering the level of personal data contained.  

The second kind of data we need is Telematic Data. Here we have data on 

where a car is going, how fast is going, how much it is accelerating, braking and 

turning. This data can be even more difficult to get considering it does have data on 

where a car of personal use is going, so it is understandable this kind of data is even 

more difficult to be obtained.  

Another really important aspect of what we need regarding datasets, is that both 

the Actuarial Dataset and the Telematic Data come from the same origin. This is 

needed because the goal is that every client in the Actuarial Dataset need to have a 

connection with the Telematic Dataset, so we can create Telematic Characteristics for 

that client in the Actuarial Dataset.  

What exemplifies what we need to create in that connection is the following. 

Usually, we have a client in the Actuarial Dataset that has informations such as Age of 

the driver, Horsepower of the vehicle he drives, Weight of the vehicle, etc. Now we 

want to add to this dataset information such as how fast the client drives. So, for this, 

we need to have information from the same origin, what makes everything even harder 

to get. 

3.2.2 The data we have available 

 Luckily, for this research, we were able to get real data from a real insurance 

company. This will be possible in terms of a Non Disclosure Agreement (NDA) made 

between the writer and the owner of the data. With this agreement, we are able to 

access and make use for the good of our research of both Actuarial and Telematic 
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Data. The downside of it is that we are not able to show statistics from the data nor 

reveal the name of the company the data come from.  

 In the Actuarial Database, we have information regarding the characteristics of 

the insured. This dataset has information between January 2005 and July 2022. Table 

3.1 has information regarding the variables we have available. 

Table 3.1 - Columns from the Actuarial Database 

Feature Description 

Exposure The proportion of the year in which the 

insured had a valid and active policy 

ANO_ANALISE The year in which that line represents 

SEGURADO_ENTIDADE The ID of the insured 

USER_ID The key that connect us to the Telematic 

Databases 

IDADE_VEIC Years since the car was built 

POT Horsepower of the vehicle 

CC Cubic Centimeters of the Engine 

TARA_VEIC The weight of the vehicle in kilos 

COND_ANOS_CRT The amount of years since the driver 

has drivers license 

COND_IDADE The age in years of the driver 

DT_INICIO_UR The date in which the policy became 

valid 

USER_ID The ID used to identify the Telematic 

User 

FRACC The way the insured decided to pay the 

premium (e.g. Yearly, Monthly) 
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MEIO_COB If the insured decided to pay via card or 

bank transfer 

MARCA_VEIC The brand of the vehicle insured 

NUM_LUG The number of seats in the vehicle 

insured 

Bonus_malus The level of Bonus Malus the insured is 

in 

COMBUST The type of fuel the insured uses 

COR The color of the vehicle insured 

SIN The amount of claims occured 

CTSIN The total sum of damages by the claims 

 

Regarding the Telematic Dataset, we have a different structure because we do 

not have all the information in one single dataset. We are going to use 2 datasets in 

our case, one called TELEMATIC_EVENTS and the other called TELEMATIC_TRIPS, 

both starting from December 2014 till May 2017. The first exists so we can have 

information that the device captures regarding the trip, every second. This GPS 

information can determine how fast the car is going, how hard is braking, how tight the 

curve is being made, etc. The feature are the ones described in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2 - Columns for TELEMATIC_EVENTS Table 

Feature Description 

TRIP_ID Key we can use to make the connection 

with the TELEMATIC_TRIPS table 

Longitude Longitude in the moment of the capture 

Latitude Latitude in the moment of the capture 

Event_Type Characterizes what is happening at this 
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capture (e.g. Curve, Strong Braking, 

etc.) 

Event_Date The date of the capture 

Event_Time The time of the capture 

 

The other table we are going to use, TELEMATIC_TRIPS, creates statistics for 

each trip based on the TELEMATIC_EVENTS table. For each trip, considering the 

events, it is possible to record statistics like Maximum Speed, Distance Driven, Time 

of the Trip and Scores based on the events. Unfortunately, the formulation of the 

Scores can not be defined as part of the NDA. The table 3.3 Characterizes the columns 

from the dataset.  

Table 3.3 - Columns for TELEMATIC_TRIPS Table 

Feature Description 

TRIP_ID Key we can use to make the connection 

with the TELEMATIC_EVENTS table 

USER_ID Key that connect us to the Actuarial 

Database 

DATE_STARTED The date in which the trip started 

TIME_STARTED The time in which the trip started 

DATE_ENDED The date in which the trip ended 

TIME_ENDED The time in which the trip ended 

SPEED_MAX The maximum speed reached in the trip 

in km/h 

SPEED_AVG The average speed in the trip in km/h 

TOTAL_DISTANCE The distance drove in the trip in km/h 

SCORES_SPEED The score of the speed based on trips 
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SCORES_BRAKES The score of the braking based on trips 

SCORES_ACCELARATION The score of the acceleration based on 

trips 

SCORES_CURVES The score of the curves based on trips 

SCORES_ENVIRONMENT The score of the all of the occurrences 

based on trips 

SCORES_GLOBAL A combination of all other scores 

 

3.2.3 – The kind of data limitations we have 

 The main limitation we have with this data is that the telematic product is not 

sold as something mandatory, so we only have the Telematic Data from a fraction of 

the full portfolio. Since we want to do comparisons on how the Telematic Data 

influences our prediction power, we need to have on the Actuarial Database only 

clients that have the Telematic coverage, which represents 0.2% of our database. 

 This limitation on the number of observations limits a lot of what we can do on 

the research, but it does not stop us from getting meaningful insights from the data, we 

just need to make some assumptions. One of them is that a driver does not change 

their driving pattern, so we assume that if an insured has a policy for the whole period 

of the Actuarial Database (2005 to 2022), his driving style and patterns will be for all 

the years the ones we could obtain from the Telematic Data between 2014 and 2017 

Now, we have a dataset of 18.436 lines. It is more than enough to make predictions 

on whether a claim is going to happen or not. 

The problem we face here is that to calculate the premium the person will need 

to pay, we not only need the probability of a claim happening, but the cost of the claim 

given it happened. To do that, we need to use only the lines with claims, which 

represent something around 5% of the lines, and having a dataset of less than 1000 

lines would not bring good prediction power. This means that for this work, we are 

going to make an analysis on the prediction power of the amount of claims that shall 

happen, and not the price of the same. 
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3.3 Data Preparation 

This is where we transform our raw data into something cleaner and ready for 

modeling (AZEVEDO and SANTOS 2008). First thing we had to do in terms of Data 

Preparation was to filter the Actuarial Database into only the lines of clients who have 

purchased the telematic coverage. Having this, we are now able to treat the quality of 

the data for the Actuarial Database. 

3.3.1 Data Cleaning 

 Into our Actuarial Database, it was needed to assess some errors in the data. 

The overall quality of the dataset is good, but some features require some attention. 

The first one that needed some changes was the "CC" feature, that is the Cubic 

Centimeters of the Engine. A small portion of lines had the response as the number 0, 

which is impossible for a car. Given that, we replace every 0 on this feature for NaN. 

 The next variable that needed attention was the "TARA_VEIC" feature, that is 

the weight of the car in kilograms. Some responses had the number 1 as a response. 

A car can not weigh 1 kilogram, so we replace all those values by NaN. We did the 

same process for values below 0 for "COND_ANOS_CRT" and 18 for 

"COND_ANOS_IDADE" given no one can have a negative number of years since they 

took their driver's license and we do not have drivers below the age of 18 in the 

company. 

 After replacing values that seem to be an error in collecting the data by NaN 

values, we need to decide what to do with these cases. We can decide to remove the 

columns that contain missing values, remove the lines with missing values or input 

them with a Machine Learning Technique. Considering the columns with missing 

values are too valuable for our predictions and only 0.5% of the lines contain missing 

values, we have decided to delete the lines in which we have missing values. 

 3.3.2 Data Transformation 

 In order to accomplish the best performances in our modeling, we need to make 

transformations on the features to best capture their patterns. Here we can transform 

the way features are presented, combine different features through mathematical 

transformations and decide how we are going to use our Telematic Data in our 

modeling. 

 One feature we are going to transform is the "NUM_LUG" feature, which is the 

number of seats in the car. This variable comes as a numeric variable, but we do not 
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believe that each unity of seat increased or decreased has the same weight in the 

characteristics of the car. For example, a car with 2 seats is more different than a car 

with 3 seats and a car with 6 seats is different from a car with 7. Taking this into 

consideration, we are going to create bins for this feature. The first one is 2 or fewer 

seats, the second is between 3 and 6 and the third is 7 or more. 

 Another transformation we are doing is on the feature "DT_INICIO_UR", in 

which we have the date on which the policy became valid. We can not use the full date 

as a predictor because once a client is signed in 2023, the year 2023 is not in the 

training dataset, which creates a problem. The first what we did here was to transform 

the day of the year from 1 to 365, then we transformed it into a mathematical function 

in form of cosin, since we have 365, close to 360 degrees. The formula that gives us 

that number is Equation 3.1, 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑛_𝐷𝑎𝑦_𝑂𝑓_𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟 =  cos((𝐷𝑎𝑦_𝑂𝑓_𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟 
360

366
)(

𝜋

180
))   (3.1) 

where this transformation is needed given the cosin is calculated in radians.  

 For the feature "MARCA_VEIC", in which we have the brand of the vehicle 

insured, we have a big granularity, containing more than 100 brands. Considering that 

our models do not handle categorical features well, we will do One Hot Encoding on 

them (Explanation further), and having more than 100 columns is not ideal. To solve 

this problem, we will keep the Top 10 Brands in terms of presence in the wallet and 

the rest are going to be defined in a single class called "Others". 

Categorical Data can be described as the kind of data in which there is a fixed 

number of possible responses for a feature, as opposed to metric ones that have 

infinite possible responses. The difference between this kind of data and ordinal data 

is that the gap between each response should be equal, regardless of the number of 

possible responses, while ordinal data has some kind of intrinsic order. The goal of an 

encoder is to transform one kind of data to another kind of data. In our case, we are 

transforming categorical data into metric data, readable to our Machine Learning 

algorithms (McGinnis et al. 2018). 

In the actuarial dataset, we have categorical features, and since our models do 

not handle well categorical data, we will need to transform them. The variables in the 

Actuarial Dataset that are Categorical are "FRAC", "MEIO_COB", "MARCA_VEIC", 

“NUM_LUG”, “Bonus_malus”, “COMBUST”, “COR”. We are coding all of them with 

One Hot Encoding, using none of the responses as reference features.  
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 Another step we are going to do through Data Transformation is to combine 

features from our Actuarial Dataset, given that this can create features with even better 

prediction power. To evaluate which combination of variables have the potential to be 

powerful, we created plenty of combined features  

Figure 3.2 - Pairplot of the Metric Features and the Natural Logarithm of them 

 

And having, for each plot, the dots in blue as the cases where there were no 

claims reported and the orange cases where there was a claim reported. Note that to 

make this visualization possible, given the imbalanced nature of the dataset, it was 

needed to use an oversampling technique, called SMOTE, on this dataset so we can 

visualize the patterns. The goal here is to visualize the plots in which we can find areas 

that the blue dots reach and the oranges can not, so we can create mathematical 

functions that help our model create better predictions. 
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Imbalanced Data happens when we have a unequal distribution of classes in a 

dataset. The way we deal with this kind of problem is to resample the dataset by 

creating records for the classes with less records or excluding records for the classes 

with more records, being those techniques called, respectively, oversampling and 

undersampling (IEEE Staff 2020). 

 Considering the criteria is going to be used to create those combinations of 

features, we after run them through feature selection and we kept in the model only 

the ones that had significant importance, which is the ones in Table 3.4 we have all the 

features created based on the patterns on Plot 3.1. 

Table 3.4 - Combination of Features 

Name of the Feature Mathematical Function 

POTCC (𝑃𝑂𝑇)(𝐶𝐶) 

IdadeVeicCondutor 𝐼𝐷𝐴𝐷𝐸_𝑉𝐸𝐼𝐶

𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐷_𝐼𝐷𝐴𝐷𝐸
 

LogIdadeVeicAnosCarta log (𝐼𝐷𝐴𝐷𝐸_𝑉𝐸𝐼𝐶)

log (𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐷_𝐴𝑁𝑂𝑆_𝐶𝑅𝑇)
 

IdadeCondutorPotencia 𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐷_𝐼𝐷𝐴𝐷𝐸

𝑃𝑂𝑇
 

AnosCartaPotencia 
 
𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐷_𝐴𝑁𝑂𝑆_𝐶𝑅𝑇

𝑃𝑂𝑇
 

IdadeVeicTara 
 
𝐼𝐷𝐴𝐷𝐸_𝑉𝐸𝐼𝐶

𝑇𝐴𝑅𝐴_𝑉𝐸𝐼𝐶
 

IdadeVeicPot 
 
𝐼𝐷𝐴𝐷𝐸_𝑉𝐸𝐼𝐶

𝑃𝑂𝑇
 

LogIdadeVeicTara log (𝐼𝐷𝐴𝐷𝐸_𝑉𝐸𝐼𝐶)

log (𝑇𝐴𝑅𝐴_𝑉𝐸𝐼𝐶)
 

 

 And the last thing we need to do regarding Data Transformation is the 

implementation of the Telematic Data in our Actuarial Database. For that, we need to 

take in consideration that our Actuarial Dataset is a Table with a line per client per year 

of analysis, while the Table TRIPS is a line per each trip a client make, so we have a 

line per client per trip, having way more than one line per client per year. So, in order 

to have Telematic Information inside the Actuarial Dataset, we are going to create 

statistics based on the Trips that the client from the Actuarial Dataset made, where the 
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features are listed on Table 3.3. The features created and the statistics used for the 

Actuarial Dataset and further modeling are on Table 3.5. 

Table 3.5 - Features Created from Telematic Data 

Name of the Feature Statistic Used 

SPEED_MAX_AVG The average from the Maximum Speed 
of each Trip 

SPEED_MAX_MAX The Maximum Speed reached in all trips 

SPEED_AVG_AVG The average from the Average Speed of 
each trip 

SPEED_AVG_MAX The higher Average Speed we could 
obtain from all trips 

TOTAL_DISTANCE_AVG The average of the distance driven in 
kilometers of each trip 

SCORES_SPEED_AVG The average from “SCORE_SPEED” 
feature for each trip 

SCORES_SPEED_MIN The minimum score obtained for all trips 
from “SCORE_SPEED” 

SCORES_BRAKES_AVG The average from “SCORE_BRAKES” 
feature for each trip 

SCORES_BRAKES_MIN The minimum score obtained for all trips 
from “SCORE_BRAKES” 

SCORES_ACCELERATIONS_AVG The average from 
“SCORE_ACCELERATION” feature for 
each trip 

SCORES_ACCELERATIONS_MIN The minimum score obtained for all trips 
from “SCORE_ACCELERATION” 

SCORES_CURVES_AVG The average from “SCORE_CURVES” 
feature for each trip 

SCORES_CURVES_MIN The minimum score obtained for all trips 
from “SCORE_CURVES” 

SCORES_ENVIRONMENT_AVG The average from 
“SCORE_ENVIRONMENT” feature for 
each trip 

SCORES_ENVIRONMENT_MIN The minimum score obtained for all trips 
from “SCORE_ENVIRONMENT” 
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 After doing all those transformations in our original data, we have a clean 

Actuarial Dataset containing Telematic information. Now we can proceed to do all the 

modeling we need.  

3.3.3 Feature Selection 

In this section we are going through the methods we used for feature selection. 

The idea is to show how we decided to evaluate the importance of the feature, how we 

analyze the correlation between them and what is the impact of the Telematic Features 

in the importance of the conventional features 

The first thing we need to do here is to divide the dataset into train and test. 

Doing that, we decided 80% of the dataset is going to be train data and 20% test data. 

Before it splits, the algorithm shuffles the data randomly and then divides making sure 

we have the same proportions of the outcomes of the target variable (Number of 

claims) in both datasets.  

To be able to make analysis on the impact of the telematic data on the 

importance of features and further in this paper the impact of them on the quality of our 

predictions, we are going to have three different datasets with the same lines but with 

3 different group of columns, one being without any Telematic Column (We gonna call 

Group A), the second being with only Telematic Columns (Group B) and the third being 

the Telematic columns together with the conventional columns (Group C), so for all 

feature importance and predictive algorithms we are repeating the process for each 

dataset. 

Supervised Learning can be determined as an algorithm that learns from a set 

of labeled examples to generalize to the set of all possible inputs (Igual et al. 2017). 

For these algorithms, we can have Classification problems, in which we need to predict 

a label, and there are Regression problems, where we wish to predict a numerical 

value (Han, Kamber, and Pei 2006). 

The process itself of evaluating the performance of our models is to analyze the 

feature importance from each feature generated by a Supervised Machine Learning 

Model that has a general good predictive power in our problem, and for that we used 

a combination of two ensemble tree algorithms, Gradient Boosting Machine and a 

Random Forest, both with no parameter tuning. 

Gradient Boosting Machines and Random Forests are types of Decision Trees, 

which can be defined as automatically generated classification rules, what is an 

alternative to the Expert System approach, in which rules are defined by experts. The 
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automatic approach was proved to be more efficient by Donaldo Michie, when he used 

two large applications of 2,800 and 30,000+ rules, developed using automatic 

techniques in 1 and 9 years, while it is estimated that it would take 100 and 180 years 

respectively to develop on Expert Systems such as MYCIN and XCON. For most 

cases, that decision rules can be put in a tree structure (Han, Kamber, and Pei 2006). 

 One observation goes through a set of rules, all the way down to the leaf of the 

tree so we can determine its outcome. A method commonly used to define in which 

variables and at which point the rules are going to be created is to select the attribute 

that minimizes entropy, what maximizes the information gain (Han, Kamber, and Pei 

2006).  

 Entropy is an information-theoretic measure of the "uncertainty" in a training set. 

If we have K classes, we denote the proportion of instances with classification i by pi 

for i=1 to K. pi is the number of occurrences of class i divided by the total number of 

instances, being a number between 0 and 1 inclusive (Han, Kamber, and Pei 2006). 

 The entropy is denoted by E. This value is measured in bits of information and 

is defined by Equation 3.5 

𝐸 =  −𝐾𝑖 = 1𝑝𝑖 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 𝑝𝑖        (3.5) 

that requires to be summed up all the non-empty classes, i.e. classes in which pi is not 

0 (Han, Kamber, and Pei 2006). 

 When a tree is built, many of the branches will reflect anomalies in the training 

data due to noise and outliers. The idea of pruning a tree solves the problem of 

overfitting to the training data by using statistical measures in which we remove the 

least-reliable branches. Trees that are pruned do have improved capability to make 

better predictions on test datasets (Kamber, Pei, and Han 2011). 

Meanwhile, an Ensemble Classifier is the idea of learning by not just one 

classifier but a group of them. What happens is that we create an ensemble of 

classifiers and combine their predictions in some form of voting. To combine this 

predictions, many different methodologies can be used, even apply a different Machine 

Learning Algorithm to make the predictions (Han, Kamber, and Pei 2006). 

What we expect from an ensemble classifier is that it will collectively have a 

higher level of predictive accuracy than any of the given individual classifiers, but this 

is not a 100% guarantee. When all the base classifiers from a ensemble classifiers are 

of the same kind, they are known as homogeneous, otherwise, heterogeneous (Han, 

Kamber, and Pei 2006). 
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 Random Forests are a combination of tree predictors where each tree depends 

on values of a random vector sampled independently and with same distribution for all 

trees in the forest. The generalization error for a forest of trees converges to a limit 

when the number of trees in a forest becomes large. So we create a forest of different 

trees that when combined reduced the overfitting caused by each tree representing 

specificities of the individual tree (BREIMEN 2001). 

 Gradient Boosting Machines are a family of really powerful Ensemble 

Algorithms. In contrary to Random Forests, where the results are an average of the 

base algorithms, the family of boosting models are based on the idea of adding new 

models to the ensemble sequentially. At each iteration, a new weak base model is 

trained considering the error of the whole ensemble created (Oudeyer and Kaplan 

2013).  

When these boosting models were first being applied, they were purely 

algorithm-driven, which would make studying their properties and performance really 

difficult. This created speculations on these models being unapplicable due to huge 

overfitting. To connect this idea with the statistical scientific method, a gradient-descent 

based formula of boosting methods was derived. This way of applying boosting 

methods became known as Gradient Boosting Machines (Oudeyer and Kaplan 2013). 

The logic of prediction is using Regression to predict how many claims are going 

to happen for that data point, in which we are going to have as a result various decimal 

numbers. This decision was made given that we have an extremely imbalanced 

dataset and if we have decided to use a multi-class classifier, all the results would 

turned out to be zero. So, we are using a Gradient Boosting Regressor and a Random 

Forest Regressor to evaluate the feature importance of variables. 

 It is important to note that we are not using both regressors in combination to 

create predictions, but we are going to use both to analyze the feature importance. To 

do that, we train both algorithms and compute their predictions and the importance of 

the features. We keep in a table the features in the lines and the columns the 

importance the given model, being one the Gradient Boosting Regressor and the other 

the Random Forest Regressor. The third column would be a weighted average 

between both models, so the key factor is to find the weight for each model. 

 The way we are going to define the weight for each model is based on the 

performance of the algorithm. Since we have an imbalanced dataset and many 

predictions of happening decimal-almost zero claims for a person, it does not make 
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sense to assess the quality of the model by using standard regression metrics like MSE 

for each line, because this metric will capture if we got the prediction right or not. To 

solve this, we decided to order the predictions and make 10 quantiles of them. Having 

this, we can see for each quantile how many claims occurred and how many were 

predicted. After that, we apply an MSE metric between those values from the quantiles. 

So, the weights from the models are based on the MSE metric and with that we can 

have weighted feature importance for both models. 

 After we can calculate the weighted feature importance, we will want to check 

how the presence and absence of the telematic data influence the importance of each 

feature for the models. To do that, we will evaluate, only for features with feature 

importance over 1% without telematic data, how adding them increases or decreases 

their importance of them. 

 After evaluating these factors, what we want to do now is to decide which 

features are going to be used in our final predictor. We need to remember that we are 

making models without telematic data (is going to be called Model A), with only 

telematic data (Model B), and with both of them together (Model C), so we are selecting 

3 different groups of features. So, after we have the scores from all the data, we are 

using those scores to select a combination of features that can be meaningful for the 

model.  

 The first thing we are doing is to cut all the features with importance below 1%. 

After, we do not want to have a group of features that are strongly correlated, and since 

most of the features left after the first cut are metrics, we are using Pearson's 

Correlation on the metric features to analyze how they are correlated. The threshold 

we are using to define if a feature is correlated or not is a Pearson's statistic greater 

than 0.5 or lower than -0.5.  

 It is a common practice to have more than one random variable in an 

experiment, which will be the case in our work. In reality, it is really difficult to find 

variables that are completely independent from each other, so it becomes necessary 

to analyze by how much each variable influences the measurement of others, so it is 

important to find metrics that can calculate that (Bonamente 2016). 

 The Persons X2 Statistic is used for measuring the association between 

variables in a contingency table. It is a statistic that checks for correlation between two 

different numeric variables and returns a statistic between -1 and 1, where -1 
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represents a negative correlation, 1 a positive correlation and 0 a non-existent 

correlation. The statistic can be obtained from the Equation 2.7 

 𝜌 =
𝑐𝑜𝑣 (𝑋,𝑌)

√𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑋)𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑌)
        (2.7) 

(Heumann and Schomaker 2017).  

 To select a strong group of features not highly correlated, we are first creating 

every possible group of features that do not have a strong correlation, according to our 

threshold. After that, we are summing all the feature importance’s from each feature of 

the group, so we have for each group a sum of all the feature importance’s. Finally, we 

rank all those groups based on the summed feature importance’s and select the Top 

1 as the group of features selected for our modeling. 

3.4  Modeling 

In this step the focus is to try plenty of different modeling techniques and the 

parameters are set (AZEVEDO and SANTOS 2008). So, after doing all the processes 

above, we already have the data split between train and test data and we have selected 

the features we are using for our predictive model. Now it is a matter of choosing how 

we are making the predictions, which algorithm is going to be chosen and how we are 

evaluating the performance of the models.  

 We need to consider that we have some limitations to our specific problem. The 

goal here is to predict the number of claims we are going to have for a certain client in 

a period of one year, so we can not have negative values as a prediction. The problem 

we face is that default ensemble tree methods such as Gradient Boosting Machines, 

the algorithm we want to use, do give us some predictions as negative values.  

 What makes ensemble tree methods such as Gradient Boosting Machines 

make negative predictions is that those kinds of algorithms do not use any statistical 

probability distribution as a base, so we need to force them to follow that. To 

accomplish that, we used H20 Python Library that supports statistical distributions on 

Gradient Boosting Machines to make our predictor follow a Poisson Distribution. 

 Regarding the statistical probability distribution, the goal is to achieve an 

analytical function in which describes the probability of a certain value occurring in our 

random variable. For cases in which our random variable is discrete, we will have a 

probability mass function f(xi), where f(xi) represents the probability of the variable to 

have an exact value of xi. In the case of having a continuous random variable, we will 
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have a probability distribution function in which f(x)dx is the probability of the variable 

to have values in the interval [x, x + dx] (Bonamente 2016).   

The Poisson distribution is a Probability Distribution Function in which describes 

the probability of occurrence of events in counting experiments. The idea is to check 

how many counts have been recorded in a certain period of time. The probability mass 

function can be defined by Equation 2.1 

𝑃(𝑋 = 𝑘) =
𝛼𝑘𝑒−𝛼

𝑘!
        (2.1)  

and the expected value and variance of it can be defined by Equations 2.1 and 2.2 

 𝐸(𝑋) =  𝛼        (2.2) 

 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑋) =  𝛼        (2.3) 

where lambda is considered the frequency in which we have the occurrence 

(Bonamente 2016). 

 Another specificity in our problem we need to take into consideration for 

modeling is that not every line has the same weight in the prediction. For example, if a 

policy on the 1st of January and ended their contract on the 30th of June had one claim 

and another client that had an active policy for the whole year and had a claim too, the 

first one had the same amount of claims of the second being exposed to risk for half 

the time of the second, what can mean that the characteristics from the first one are 

characteristics with more probability of creating claims, given that theoretically if he 

was exposed for the whole year, it was expected for him to have the double amount of 

claims comparing to the second one. 

 So, in the H20 algorithm, we are using, we can define one column of the 

database as an “offset” column, which would be the weight of each line. The column 

we are using as such offset is the “EXPOSURE” column, which is the proportion of the 

year in question that the client had an active and valid insurance policy with the 

company.  

3.5 Evaluation 

The model (or models) made on the modeling step are evaluated and all the 

steps necessary to construct them are reviewed, and if our model does not do what 

we need from a business point of view, we go back to understanding the bunsiness 

problem and reevaluate things (AZEVEDO and SANTOS 2008). 

 After having those parameters set, we train the algorithm on the training dataset 

and create predictions in both the train and test datasets to assess the quality of its 
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predictions. To assess that quality, we are first evaluating the test predictions from a 

hundred quantiles and evaluating if the real values from such quantiles are fitting to 

the predicted values. Another thing we are using to assess the quality of the predictions 

and to evaluate if the model is overfitting is to compare the total of claims incurred and 

predicted in both train and test datasets.  

3.6 Deployment 

We need to consider that the model by itself is not usually the end product, so 

in this step it is necessary to organize all the knowledge and find the best way to 

present to the client. In this part of the work, we decide how we are showing our results 

(AZEVEDO and SANTOS 2008). 

 The way we are going to show our results is to present the feature importance’s 

for Models A, B, and C and the performance of the three of them compared, showing 

both the fitness from the predicted quantiles to the real ones, their MSE and the sum 

of all predictions compared to the sum of all claims. All of this is going to be presented 

in section 4. 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 In this section we go through the findings we had in our research and what we 

can interpret from them. Taking it more deeply into our research, the goal here is to 

evaluate the importance of the features of our models, analyze the impact of the 

telematic data on those importance’s and see how that data influences the quality of 

our predictions. 

4.1 Feature Importance’s 

 We need to remember in that section that we are doing the feature selection to 

analyze the importance of features with three different datasets: One without any 

telematic columns (Model A), another one with only telematic columns (Model B), and 

the last one with all of them together (Model C). So first, to create a good 

comprehension of the traditional insurance data, we are analyzing the feature 

importance’s from Model A. The features inside the Top 20 Features with more 

importance are in Figure 4.1. 

Figure 4.1 - Feature Importance’s from Top 20 Features for Model A 

 

 From Figure 4.1 we can on the spot see that the Metric Features are the ones 

with the most important in our models. The only Feature inside the Top 10 Features is 

Bonus_malus_NOVO, exactly on the 10th. After that, the other nonmetric features only 

appear after most of the other metric features in the ranking, which shows that they do 

not bring much value alone. This does not mean that those features should not be used 
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in the model. They can bring additional value to our predictions given those variables 

are not correlated to the metric features. 

Another thing we can see is that we have the features that were created by a 

combination of factors with good importance, but we can not verify if the combination 

itself brought value to the model or the features inside the combination brought it since 

we have original features together with the combined ones. Still, we can see that 

IdadeCondutorPotencia is the second feature with more importance, and the original 

features, COND_IDADE and POT do not have great importance, with the last one even 

outside of the Top 20.  

Even though most of the metric features in Figure 4.1 are strongly correlated, 

after doing the correlation analysis explained in section 3.2.2, we come up with a group 

of features not highly correlated and that represent the highest summed feature 

importance. After doing the feature importance algorithm again on those features we 

come up with new importance for those features, represented in Figure 4.2. 

Figure 4.2 - Feature Importance for non highly correlated features 

 

 From Figure 4.2 we can see that the combined features have a boost in their 

importance when they are with features that are not highly correlated between 

themselves. We can see too that we only have in Figure 4.2 8 features, which means 

that before we had a lot of features that were correlated, trying to tell a similar story 

about that data, which is not the best for our models. Those features in Figure 4.2 are 

the only features being selected for our predictive model A. 

 Regarding our Telematic Data, we did the Feature Importance for the dataset 

of Model A, being the columns in Table 3.5. The importance of those features is 

contained in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3 - Feature Importance for Model B 

 

 As we can see from Figure 4.3, all the features have some importance but the 

ones with the most important are the ones related to the Speed at which the car is 

driven. We can also notice that the features created from the average statistic have 

overall better importance than the ones with the minimum statistic. After analyzing 

correlation, we have in Figure 4.4 the importance of the telematic features with only 

not highly correlated features taken into consideration. 

Figure 4.4 - Feature importance for Telematic non highly correlated Features 

 

 Analyzing Figure 4.4, we can see that one statistic was selected from each 

metric except the environment, which means that the different metrics are not highly 

correlated in general but the different statistics inside one metric are, as expected, 

highly correlated between them. After that analysis, we are using the group of features 

in Figure 4.4 as the predictors in our predictive model for only Telematic Data. 
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 Now, the goal is to analyze how the importance of the features behaves when 

we have both the conventional insurance data and the telematic data together. After 

doing our feature selection process, we have in Figure 4.5 the importance of the Top 

20 features. 

Figure 4.5 - Feature Importance’s from Top 20 Features with Conventional and 

Telematic Data 

 

 From Figure 4.5 we can see that in terms of the importance of Features, the 

conventional data have bigger importance, given that all the Top 6 Features are not 

Telematic. Even so, the Telematic Features are represented with great importance 

given that most of them are inside the Top 20. After that, we need to do a correlation 

analysis, and after having only a group of features not highly correlated within each 

other, we have the results in Figure 4.6 

Figure 4.6 - Feature importance for Conventional and Telematic non highly 

correlated Features 
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 In Figure 4.6 we can see that excluding correlated features, the conventional 

data becomes even more important. Still, all the features selected displayed in Figure 

4.4 were selected as shown in Figure 4.6. This can mean that the Telematic Features 

we have may not be features that have a greater impact on our models than the 

Conventional Data. Even though, note this is only an indication. We will be only able 

to see that when we evaluate our models.  

 Another thing we want to do here is how the presence of Telematic Features in 

the feature importance evaluation affected the importance of the Conventional 

Features in terms of percentage. In Figure 4.7 we have, for features that had 

importance greater than 1% in Figure 4.1, how the importance changed compared to 

those in Figure 4.5. 

Figure 4.7 - Variation of Feature Importance in percentage of conventional 

features 

 

 In Figure 4.7, we can see that most of the features lose importance when the 

Telematic Features are added, mostly because it is natural for features to lose 

importance when other important features are added. So, the idea here is to realize 
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how much the important changes. Analyzing that, we see that most of the features that 

lose a lot of importance are non-metric. Meanwhile, the features that lose the least 

importance or even gain importance are the ones which are a combination of features, 

except the one that gained the most, which is “COND_IDADE”.  

 The most important thing in Figure 4.7 is to understand what those values mean. 

If a feature loses a lot of importance when you add the Telematic Ones, it means that 

the Telematic Features provide a kind of information that makes the other features’ 

information irrelevant, so it does mean we can replace those features with the telematic 

features without losing much information.  

 Regarding the features that did not lose much information or gained information, 

it means that both the presence of the Telematic Features boosted their importance of 

them and those features absorbed the information that was lost from other features 

when the Telematic Features were added.  

4.2 Predictive Modeling 

 In this section, the goal is to show the results of the predictive modeling for the 

Models without Telematic Data (Model A), with only Telematic Data (Model B), and 

with both sets of features (Model C). First, we are going to show the results and 

performance from all the models and after discussing what those results mean. 

 For Model A, with the features selected for the model is in Figure 4.2, we used 

a GBM following a Poisson Distribution and we can see in Figure 4.8 how the predictive 

values (red line) fit to the real ones (blue dots) regarding the quantiles.  
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Figure 4.8 - Predicted and Real quantiles fitting on the model without Telematic 

Data 

 

 This Model had an MSE for the quantiles of 0.0017. In terms of the prediction 

of the total value, on the training dataset, the sum of all the probabilities represented 

93.53% of all the claims while on the test dataset represented 89.46%.  

For Model B, the features selected for the model are the ones in Figure 4.4. We 

can see in Figure 4.9 how the predictive values (red line) fit the real ones (blue dots) 

regarding the quantiles.  

Figure 4.9 - Predicted and Real quantiles fitting on model with only Telematic 

Data 
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The Model had an MSE for the quantiles of 0.00081. In terms of the prediction 

of the total value, on the training dataset, the sum of all the probabilities represented 

95.79% of all the claims while on the test dataset represented 94.24%.  

 For Model C, we are using the features in Figure 4.6. We can see in Figure 4.10 

how the predictive values (red line) fit the real ones (blue dots) regarding the quantiles.  

Figure 4.10 - Predicted and Real quantiles fitting on model with both 

Conventional and Telematic Data 

 

 The model from Figure 4.10 has an MSE for the quantiles of 0.0011. In terms 

of the prediction of the total value, on the training dataset, the sum of all the 

probabilities represented 94.63% of all the claims while on the test dataset represented 

94.95%.  

 So, after having available all the results, we can see the true power of using the 

Telematic Data in our predictions. The use of Telematic Data in the models made the 

models have better performance in terms of fitting to the quantiles, precision of the 

sum of all predictions, and the proneness to overfit. 

The first thing we can realize is that Model A is by far the worse compared to 

the other models. When we compare, Model A is the one that fits worse with the real 

quantiles, and we can see that by analyzing the values of MSE from the three models. 

Not only that, but the precision of the sum of all predictions is the worst in both training 

and test and the distance between the scores from training and test is the greater, 

showing the model’s prowess in overfitting. 
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Now we do realize that the Telematic Data is helpful to create more powerful 

predictive models, but we need to discuss if they alone do the job or if it is better to use 

them together with the conventional data. In general terms, both Models B and C have 

great performance. Both make predictions close to 95% of the real values have 

quantiles that fit the real data and do not have evidence of overfitting, given the 

percentages are close to the train and test datasets.  

The main difference between the Model B and C is that the last one has a range 

of predictions on quantiles way greater than the first. While the last predicted quantile 

from Model B is around 0.25, Model C is way greater, around 0.45. This means that 

Model B makes more generalized and mutualistic predictions, while Model C makes 

more extreme and individualistic predictions.  

So, in terms of the quality of the models, it is really difficult to decide which 

model is the best, since both make really good predictions on the probability of a claim, 

with the difference being the way they make that prediction. We could say that if the 

focus is a more individualistic prediction, Model C is best suited for you, but if the focus 

is something more of a mutualistic prediction, Model B does the best job.  
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5. CONCLUSION 

 Reaching the end of this work, we can see that using Telematic Data on 

predictive models for car insurance can be quite tricky, given that there are plenty of 

restrictions regarding that kind of data since its availability is low. Not only that, but the 

way we can use that data in modeling can differ in many ways, so it is always needed 

to understand how this kind of data is structured to conduct any experiment on how 

useful the data is. 

 Nevertheless, with the structure of data we have, we were able to show the 

potential of the use of this data in predictive models for insurance claims. The models 

we used with Telematic Data were by far better than the ones we did not use for our 

specific case. The only doubt we had was if the Telematic Data should be used alone 

or together with the conventional insurance data. Reaching the conclusion that a model 

that only contains Telematic Features does give us good performance is a good 

indication of the potential of this kind of data. 

 Even so, the main challenge is the way we are going to use the Telematic Data. 

For the way we used, the Telematic Data can be used greatly as factors that increase 

or decrease insurance prices after a certain amount of time of the insured being in the 

wallet, when we have enough Telematic Data captured. So, after understanding the 

insured driving patterns, we can properly adjust prices.  

 Having this kind of strategy, it is possible to sell a product like this based on 

decreasing prices if the driver has good driving patterns, contributing to better driving 

practices. This will contribute to a decrease in car accidents in general. With this 

strategy, we can also avoid bad drivers by increasing the price of renewal of their 

contracts.  

 Having all of this, there is no doubt that this kind of data requires further 

studying, considering all the potential of how this kind of data can be used. But, with 

this work, we do not doubt that this kind of data can be useful in increasing the power 

of our risk models. 
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6. LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORKS 

 In terms of limitations, the biggest ones we had was in terms of the dataset. 

Even though we could use real data as part of an NDA agreement, the data is really 

limited. This kind of Telematic Product is not everywhere, and even when it does exist, 

the company owners of the products can not and do not have any interest in making 

this kind of data public.  

So, the main limitation of this work was the amount of data we were able to use 

on modeling, given that we do not have much data available. A greater amount of 

insured clients with Telematic Coverage would mean a greater amount of Telematic 

Data. That could bring more stability to our models, reducing the variance of the results.  

In terms of recommendations for future works, it would be really interesting if 

more statistics were created for modeling. Different kinds of Scores can be created 

and different features too. The use of more specific features in the moment of crashes 

can be really interesting. Let's say that a specific behavior likely precedes a crash, so 

we can analyze how frequently a client does that and make it as a statistic for predictive 

modeling.  

And finally, different kinds of algorithms could be used to see their different 

behavior. It was not possible to test dozens of different algorithms to see which one 

better understands telematic features, but not only ensemble tree algorithms can be 

used for that. As a suggestion, we can have different kinds of Neural Networks and 

even Deep Learning techniques.  
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